Abstract. This article considers the recovery of low-rank matrices via a convex nuclearnorm minimization problem and presents two null space properties (NSP) which characterize uniform recovery for the case of block-diagonal matrices and block-diagonal positive semidefinite matrices. These null-space conditions turn out to be special cases of a new general setup, which allows to derive the mentioned NSPs and well-known NPSs from the literature. We discuss the relative strength of these conditions and also present a deterministic class of matrices that satisfies the block-diagonal semidefinite NSP.
Introduction
The motivating example for this article is the recovery of special solutions of semidefinite systems. Let A : S n → R m be a linear operator from the symmetric matrices S n to R m . The goal is to recover an unknown matrix X (0) from its values A(X (0) ) only, that is, we are searching for X ∈ S n with A(X) = A(X (0) ). If A is underdetermined, then it is unlikely that X = X (0) is recovered. In order to increase chances of recovery, additional information on X (0) can be used, in particular, that it has low rank. In this case, Fazel [17] suggested to solve the optimization problem min {rank(X) : A(X) = A(X (0) ), X ∈ S n }.
(1.1)
Since the rank is a nonconvex function, (1.1) is hard to solve in practice. Instead, one usually applies a convex relaxation by replacing rank(X) by the nuclear norm X * , which is defined as X * = n i=1 σ i (X), where σ i (X) are the singular values of X for i ∈ [n] := {1, . . . , n}. The corresponding convex optimization problem reads min { X * : A(X) = A(X (0) ), X ∈ S n }, (
see Recht et al. [37] and the references therein.
To further increase the chances of recovery, additional information might be used, e.g., that X (0) is positive semidefinite or that it has a block-diagonal structure; the corresponding optimization problems can easily be formulated.
In fact, the mentioned settings incorporate several important special cases that have been discussed in the compressed sensing literature. For instance, the classical problem of recovering of a sparse vector x from measurements A(x) can be obtained as a special case, since every vector can be interpreted as a diagonal matrix. Since the rank of a matrix X is given by the number of nonzero singular values of X, i.e., the ℓ 0 -"norm" of the vector of singular values of X, a low-rank matrix can be considered as a natural generalization of a sparse vector. Moreover, the nuclear norm can be seen as a generalization of the ℓ 1 -norm, which has been used for a convex relaxation in this case, see Chen et al. [6] . We refer to the book by Foucart and Rauhut [18] for an introduction to compressed sensing.
An important problem is to characterize when the convex relaxation (1.2) yields X
as a unique solution for any X (0) up to a given sparsity level. Such uniform recovery can be characterized by a so-called null space property (NSP). In the classical case, the corresponding NSP can be found in Gribonval and Nielsen [21] and in [18, Theorem 4.4] . If the vectors have to be nonnegative, the respective NSP appears in Khajehnejad et al. [27] and in Zhang [44] . For the case of arbitrary matrices or positive semidefinite (psd) matrices, corresponding NSPs can be found in Kong et al. [28] , Oymak and Hassibi [36] , or in [18, Theorem 4.40] . A very general setting for NSPs that subsumes most of the existing NSPs has been introduced by Juditsky et al. [23] .
To the best of the authors' knowledge, NSPs for the block-sparse semidefinite case have not been considered in any of the existing literature. Indeed, one contribution of this article is the introduction of the corresponding NSP. It turned out that one can (with a little work) adapt the proofs of the existing NSPs in the classical cases. A closer investigation led us to the conclusion that all of these conditions can, in fact, be presented and their validity proved in a very general setting, which we describe in this article. Our setting is similar to the one of Juditsky et al. [23] , but deviates in some key points in order to also cover nonnegative and positive semidefinite recovery.
Besides the apparent applications in compressed sensing, block-structured (positive semidefinite) systems appear in various other areas. Consider a standard semidefinite problem (SDP) min {A 0 • X : A p • X = b p , p ∈ {1, . . . , m}, X 0}, (
with A 0 , . . . , A m ∈ S n , b ∈ R m and U • V := n i,j=1 U ij V ij . To improve solving times for such problems, sparsity in the matrices A p should be exploited. Indeed, it is possible to introduce a block-structure on the matrix X, which corresponds to the positions of the nonzero entries in the A p matrices. After a minor reformulation, one ends up with an SDP of the form (1.3), where the matrices are block-structured; see, e.g., [19, 33, 43] for more information on sparsity in SDPs.
Moreover, block systems appear when considering structured infeasibility in SDPs as a generalization of the well understood structure of infeasible linear inequality systems, see, e.g., the book [7] . Analogously to the linear case, an irreducible infeasible subsystem (IIS) of a semidefinite system can be defined, that is, an infeasible subsystem such that every proper subsystem is feasible. This can be done using block systems, so that an IIS is given by an inclusion-minimal set of infeasible block subsystems. In the linear case, it is possible to fully characterize IISs by a theorem of Gleeson and Ryan [20] . For semidefinite systems however, it turns out that this is no longer true and subsystems with minimal block-support, i.e., block-sparse subsystems need to be computed in order to find an IIS, see [26] for more details.
Main contributions. 1. We introduce a new generalized setting for recovery problems, which also allows to model nonnegative and positive semidefinite constraints. Our main result is a pair of null space conditions for the exact characterization of the uniform recovery of sufficiently sparse signals from their measurements. See Theorem 2.7, which both provides a comprehensive mathematical answer on the influence of nonnegative and semidefinite constraints and offers a versatile tool set for a wide spectrum of reconstruction scenarios.
2. Building upon our new NSP-framework, we establish an NSP for uniform recovery of positive semidefinite block matrices, see Theorem 3.4. 3. We analyze the relative strength of the new null space conditions. To this end, we provide a detailed classification of the most prominent subclasses of NSPs within the general framework, with a particular focus on the block-semidefinite case. This includes an NSP for the nonnegative block case (which had also been open so far, see Section 4.1). In particular, we reveal the additional power of a nonnegative (respectively positive semidefinite) block setting. To achieve this, we construct an infinite family of instances such that the nonnegative block NSP captures cases which are not captured by the unrestricted block NSP and which are not captured by the nonnegative linear NSP, see Theorem 4.5.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce to the setting of the paper and establish the relevant generalized NSPs. In Section 3, we deal with the blocksemidefinite case. Section 4 then provides the interrelations between the various NSPs. Section 5 concludes the paper with some open questions.
General sparsity structures
As in the framework of Juditsky et al. [23] , we use a linear sensing map A : X → R m to observe signals x ∈ X and a linear representation map B : X → E for mapping a signal to an appropriate representation, where X and E are Euclidean spaces.
By choosing X = E and B to be the identity, this covers the classical setting of sparse recovery, where x is sparse in its "natural" representation. However, the framework also covers the setting where the signal x is only sparse in a suitable representation system, with B being an appropriate transformation; this is called the "analysis setting" in the compressed sensing world; for an overview see, e.g., [4, 13, 24, 34] . Examples for transformations include the discrete Fourier transform, different wavelet transforms [3, 22, 31, 39, 40] or a difference operator for using total variation minimization [2, 5, 35] .
Additionally, we introduce a constraint set C and its image D under the map B. Under natural assumptions, we formulate a null space property for the uniform recovery for the set C in Section 2.1. If C = X , then our framework reduces to the framework of [23] , and our statements become the statements concerning noise-free recovery in [23] , see Remark 2.9 below.
Remark 2.1. Throughout the paper, we consider real vector spaces X and E, since this is the more natural setting when considering nonnegative vectors. However, at least for unrestricted (block-)vectors or (block-)matrices, the null space properties in the subsequent Section 2.1 also carry over without changes to complex spaces X and E.
A generalized framework for sparse recovery under side constraints
Let X , E be finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces and consider an arbitrary set C ⊆ X with 0 ∈ C. Let A : X → R m be a linear sensing map and B : X → E be a linear representation map. Denote by D := {B(x) : x ∈ C} ⊆ E the image of C under B. Consider a norm · on E and a set P of matrices representing linear maps on E. Each map P ∈ P is assigned a nonnegative real weight ν(P ) and a linear map P : E → E.
Remark 2.2. In this section, unless otherwise stated, we denote the image F (x) of x under a linear operator F as F x.
For some real nonnegative s, an element y ∈ E is called s-sparse if there exists a linear map P ∈ P with ν(P ) ≤ s and P y = y. Accordingly, an element x ∈ X is called s-sparse, if its representation Bx ∈ E is s-sparse. Define the set P s := {P ∈ P : ν(P ) ≤ s} of linear maps that can allow s-sparse elements.
For a given right-hand side b ∈ R m , the generalized recovery problem now reads
If C is convex, Problem (2.1) is a convex optimization problem. The following examples give an intuition by showing that the setting described in this section generalizes many important cases previously regarded in the literature. For a (finite) set I, we define the coordinate subspace E I := {y ∈ E : y i = 0 ∀ i / ∈ I}. Additionally, we denote with R I the space of elements with real entries indexed by the elements of the set I. For the recovery of sparse vectors x ∈ R n , let X = E = C = R n , B be the identity and · = · 1 be the ℓ 1 -norm on R n ; then D = R n . Let P be the set of orthogonal projectors onto all coordinate subspaces of R n , and define P := I n − P , where I n denotes the identity mapping on R n . If S is the index set of components on which P projects, then P Bx = P x = x S , where x S ∈ R n equals x on S and is 0 otherwise. Similarly, for the complement S := [n] \ S, P Bx = x S . Define the nonnegative weight ν(P ) := rank(P ), so that ν(P ) is the number of nonzero components of the subspace P projects onto. The notion of general sparsity reduces to the classical sparsity of nonzero entries in a vector x ∈ R n (if P x = x, then x 0 := |{i ∈ [n] : x i = 0}| ≤ ν(P )), and the recovery problem (2.1) becomes classical ℓ 1 -minimization. For the recovery of nonnegative vectors let X , E, B, P, ν(P ), P , · be defined as in the previous example, and let C = R n + , implying D = R n + . As before, the notion of general sparsity now simplifies to the classical sparsity of nonzero entries in a nonnegative vector x ∈ R n + , and the recovery problem (2.1) becomes nonnegative ℓ 1 -minimization with P Bx = x S and P Bx = x S . (2.3.3) Recovery of matrices with small rank by nuclear norm minimization Let X = E = C = R n 1 ×n 2 . Let the representation map B be the identity (thus, D = R n 1 ×n 2 ), and let the norm · be the nuclear norm · * . For some positive integer k and a set I ⊆ [k], define the matrix T k I ∈ R k×k to be a matrix with ones on the diagonal at positions (i, i) for i ∈ I and zeros elsewhere. Let O k be the set of k × k orthogonal matrices. Then define the set P of projections P : R n 1 ×n 2 → R n 1 ×n 2 as
For P ∈ P defined by U ∈ O n 1 , V ∈ O n 2 and index set I, define the nonnegative weight ν(P ) as ν(P ) = |I|, and P as
where I n i denotes the identity matrix of size n i , so that
The intuition behind these projections is as follows. If U, V are chosen such that X = UΣV ⊤ is the singular value decomposition of X, then P first projects X onto Σ containing the singular values σ 1 (X) ≥ · · · ≥ σ min{n 1 ,n 2 } (X), then sets σ i (X) = 0 for all i / ∈ I via left-and right-multiplication of T n 1 I and T n 2 I , respectively, and transforms the resulting diagonal matrixΣ back by UΣ V ⊤ . A matrix X ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 is rank-s-sparse, i.e., there exist at most s nonzero singular values, if and only if there exists a projection P ∈ P with corresponding index set I with P X = X and |I| ≤ s. Thus, σ i (X) = 0 for all i / ∈ I, and accordingly, rank(X) ≤ s. Therefore, the recovery problem (2.1) becomes low-rank matrix recovery, and sparsity translates to low-rankness. For the recovery of positive semidefinite matrices, let S n + be the set of psd matrices of size n × n. Then consider X = E = S n , C = S n + , and let B be the identity map (thus, D = S n + ). The definitions of P, P , ν(P ) and · are as in the previous example. Again, the notion of sparsity simplifies to low-rankness. Recovery problem (2.1) becomes lowrank recovery for positive semidefinite matrices.
Examples with a nontrivial representation map B : X → E are given by settings in which the vectors or matrices obey a certain block-structure, even with overlapping blocks. These settings are not as well studied as the settings described above, so that they are discussed in the subsequent sections in more detail.
In order to characterize the cases in which a sparse element x (0) can be recovered from its measurements b = Ax (0) using the recovery problem (2.1), consider the following assumptions on the sets C, D, P and the norm · .
(A1) For every P ∈ P it holds that • P 2 = P , i.e., P is a projector, and
Moreover, B : X → E is injective, and for all c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, c 1 + c 2 ∈ C holds. (A2) For every P ∈ P the corresponding linear map P : E → E satisfies
• P P = 0, and • P y ∈ D for all y ∈ D. (A3) For all y ∈ E and all P ∈ P it holds that y = P y + P y.
X, and V are matrices, and not linear maps.
(A4a) For all s ≥ 0, P ∈ P s , for all x, z ∈ C with P Bx = Bx (i.e., x being s-sparse) and
(A4b) For all s ≥ 0, P ∈ P s , for all x, z ∈ C with P Bx = Bx (i.e., x being s-sparse) and
and
Note that Assumptions (A1)-(A3) are satisfied in the different settings in Example 2.3, because P consists of orthogonal projections. Only Assumptions (A4a) and (A4b) remain to be verified. A discussion of these assumptions in the settings of Example 2.3 will follow after the main result of this section.
We can now define two versions of a null space property.
Definition 2.4. The linear sensing map A satisfies the general null space property of type I of order s for the set C if and only if for all v ∈ (N (A) ∩ (C + (−C))) with Bv = 0 and all P ∈ P s it holds that
Definition 2.5. The linear sensing map A satisfies the general null space property of type II of order s for the set C if and only if for all v ∈ (N (A) ∩ (C + (−C))) with Bv = 0 and all P ∈ P s it holds that
Remark 2.6. We emphasize that (NSP-I C ) and (NSP-II C ) only differ in the quantifiers, and these are closely connected to the quantifiers in (A4a) and (A4b): If
, which is (NSP-II C ). As we will see in the subsequent theorem, under Assumption (A4a), (NSP-I C ) characterizes uniform recovery, and if Assumption (A4b) is satisfied, then (NSP-II C ) is needed for uniform recovery. The reason for formulating these two slightly different null space properties is that in the settings described in Examples 2.3, the unrestricted cases, i.e., C = X , satisfy Assumption (A4b) and thus need (2.5) for uniform recovery, whereas in the restricted cases, Assumption (A4a) holds, so that (NSP-I C ) suffices for uniform recovery.
The following main result of this section states that the above defined null space properties (NSP-II C ) and (NSP-I C ) exactly characterize the uniform recovery of a sufficiently sparse x ∈ C from its measurements b = Ax using (2.1), depending on which assumptions are satisfied. Proof. For the first equivalence, let s ≥ 1 and suppose Assumptions (A1)-(A3) and (A4a) are satisfied.
is the unique solution of (2.1). Let P ∈ P s and v ∈ (N (A) ∩ (C + (−C))) with Bv = 0 and −P Bv ∈ D.
s := P Bv (2) , w s := P Bv.
Since by Assumption (A1), P Bx ∈ D for all x ∈ C , there exist v
s and Bv s = w s . Due to Assumption (A3) Bv = P Bv + P Bv = P Bv
s is s-sparse. Moreover, by Assumption (A1), P y ∈ D for all y ∈ D, B is injective and
s ∈ C and −v s ∈ C, since v (2) ∈ C and −P Bv ∈ D per assumption. Altogether, this yields v
The uniqueness property of A for the s-sparse v (1) s now implies Bv
For the reverse direction, assume A satisfies the general null space property (NSP-I C ) of order s for the set C. Let x, z ∈ C with Bx = Bz, Ax = Az and x being s-sparse, i.e., there exists P ∈ P s with P Bx = Bx. Define v := x − z ∈ N (A) ∩ (C + (−C)) with −P Bv = −P Bx + P Bz = −P P Bx + P Bz = P Bz ∈ D, since P P = 0 and P y ∈ D for all y ∈ D (Assumption (A2)). The general null space property (NSP-I C ) implies the existence of
Together with Assumption (A4a) this yields
This shows that x must be the unique solution of (2.1), which completes the proof of the first equivalence. For the second equivalence, note that the forward direction implying the general null space property (NSP-II C ) is completely analogous to above. The proof for the reverse direction needs one small adjustment. In this case, the general null space property (NSP-II C ) implies that (2.4) holds for all
Together with Assumption (A4b) this implies
which concludes the proof of the second equivalence.
Remark 2.8. In fact, not all Assumptions (A1)-(A4b) are needed for both directions in the proof:
• For necessity of both NSPs, only Assumptions (A1) and (A3) are needed.
• For sufficiency of both NSPs, only Assumptions (A2) and (A4a) (resp. (A4b)) are needed.
Remark 2.9. Let C = X and D = E. Then our setting simplifies to the framework in [23] . In this case, P y ∈ D and P y ∈ D for all y ∈ D clearly hold. for all P ∈ P s and all v ∈ N (A), Bv = 0. Under Assumption (A3) this condition also becomes necessary and it can be shown that in this case (2.5) and (NSP-II C ) are in fact equivalent.
For all the settings derived in Example 2.3, specific NSPs are already known in the literature. In the next example, we demonstrate how these NSPs emerge from the generalized null space properties (NSP-I C ) and (NSP-II C ). As already mentioned before, Assumptions (A1)-(A3) are satisfied in all four settings of Example 2.3. 
1) continued
The following example shows that Assumption (A4a) is violated. Let z = (2, 0, 0)
Let P be the projection onto the first two coordinates. The decomposition v (1) = (8, 9, 0) ⊤ and v (2) = (10, 10, 0) ⊤ yields
However, Assumption (A4b) is satisfied, so that (NSP-II C ) characterizes uniform recovery. For the decomposition v = v − 0, where 0 denotes the all-zero vector, condition (NSP-II C ) simplifies to the regular null space property (see, e.g., [18] ):
where S denotes the index set of components on which P projects, and 
where again S denotes the index set of components on which P projects. 
3) continued
Since vectors can be interpreted as diagonal matrices, the same counterexample as Example (2.10.1) shows that Assumption (A4a) is not fulfilled. However, it can be shown that Assumption (A4b) is satisfied, so that the general null space property (NSP-II C ) characterizes uniform recovery for low-rank matrix matrices. Using the decomposition V = V −0, condition (NSP-II C ) simplifies to the well-known null space property [36, 38] , [18, Theorem 4.40] :
where σ(V ) is the vector of singular values of V , and S is connected to a projection P ∈ P with index set I by S = I. For symmetric matrices X ∈ S n this simplifies to
where λ(V ) is the vector of eigenvalues of V . (2.10.4) Recovery of positive semidefinite small rank matrices by nuclear norm minimization, Example (2.3.4) continued Again, in contrast to the previous setting, Assumption (A4a) is satisfied for recovery of positive semidefinite low-rank matrices. The general null space property (NSP-I C ) simplifies to the following null space property [28, 36] :
where λ(V ) is the vector of eigenvalues of V . Remark 2.12. From the viewpoint of an ordered vector space, the condition in (NSP-I C ) can be interpreted as follows: Let (V, ≤) be a finite-dimensional ordered real vector space, i.e., a finite-dimensional real vector space V with a partial order ≤. The positive cone
is a convex cone with C V ∩ (−C V ) = {0}. If C V is full-dimensional (which is the case, for instance for R n with the usual ordering on vectors, or for the space of symmetric real n × n-matrices with the usual Löwner partial order: A B : ⇐⇒ B − A 0), we have C V − C V = V due to the following lemma. Thus, if C = C V is full-dimensional in R n , the null space conditions (NSP-I C ) and (NSP-II C ) simplify a bit: the requirement v ∈ N (A) ∩ (C + (−C)) can be replaced by v ∈ N (A). Moreover, the decomposition v = v
In the next sections, we consider block-structured (nonnegative) vectors and (positive semidefinite) matrices in detail, and derive specific null space properties for uniform recovery in these settings from our main result in Theorem 2.7. For block-structured nonnegative vectors and (positive semidefinite) matrices, characterizations for uniform recovery are not known in the literature up to now, but can be derived from (NSP-I C ) and (NSP-II C ).
Remark 2.14. Our setting also captures the constraint that x is known to be boxconstrained and integral. For ℓ, u ∈ Z n define [ℓ, u] Z := {x ∈ Z n : ℓ ≤ x ≤ u} to model lower-and upper bound constraints of x ∈ Z n . Let X = E = R n , C = [ℓ, u] Z with ℓ ≤ 0 ≤ u. Let B be the identity map, so that D = C. Furthermore, let · = · 1 be the ℓ 1 -norm on R n , and let P be the set of orthogonal projectors onto all coordinate subspaces of R n , and define P = I n − P , where I n denotes the identity mapping on R n .
Define the nonnegative weight ν(P ) := rank(P ), so that ν(P ) is the number of nonzero components of the subspace on which P projects. This yields the recovery problem
which has been considered in, e.g., [25, 29] . Due to the box-constraints ℓ ≤ x ≤ u, the last part of Assumption (A1), c 1 + c 2 ∈ C for all c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, is no longer satisfied in general. However, an inspection of the proof of Theorem 2.7 reveals that the condition
for all c 1 , c 2 ∈ C + (−C) suffices. The remaining parts of Assumptions (A1)-(A3) as well as Assumption (A4b) can be proven to be satisfied, whereas the counterexample from Example (2.10.1) shows that Assumption (A4a) is violated in general. Thus, by the second part of Theorem 2.7, the null space property (NSP-II C ) characterizes uniform recovery for box-constrained integral vectors.
Since we are especially interested in recovery for (semidefinite) block-systems, the next section discusses this setting in detail. More specifically, this setting is derived from the general setup described above, and the specific null space properties for characterizing uniform recovery obtained from (NSP-I C ) as well as (NSP-II C ) are stated.
Semidefinite block-systems
Recall that S n is the set of symmetric, S n + the set of symmetric positive semidefinite real n × n matrices, and the inner matrix product U • V of U, V ∈ S n is defined as
where tr(·) is the trace. Define X = S n . As linear sensing map consider the linear operator A : S n → R m given by
where A 1 , . . . , A m ∈ S n , b ∈ R m , and X ∈ S n . The corresponding matrix equation is then A(X) = b.
Remark 3.1. Note that in this section, we do not follow the notation of the previous section and denote the image of some linear map F as F (X) in order to avoid confusion with matrix products.
The block-structure can now be defined as follows. 
For an index set I ⊆ [n] and a matrix X ∈ S n , write X I for the submatrix containing rows and columns of X indexed by I, and write S I (and S I + ) as the space of symmetric (positive semidefinite) |I| × |I| matrices with rows and columns indexed by I.
Let E = S B 1 × · · · × S B k . We write X ∈ E as
The representation map B : X → E takes X ∈ X = S n and generates (X B 1 , . . . ,
; note that entries outside of the blocks are ignored. The sparsity-inducing projections are defined as P = {P I : I ⊆ [k]}, where P I : E → E is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace E I := {X ∈ E : X B i = 0 ∀ i / ∈ I}. The nonnegative weight of a projection P I ∈ P is defined as ν(P ) = |I|, and P := P [k]\I . Finally, let the norm · be the mixed * , 1-norm
where · * is the nuclear norm on S B i . An element X ∈ X is s-block-sparse, if and only if there exists an index set I ⊆ [k] with |I| ≤ s and P I (B(X)) = B(X), which implies that X B i = 0 for all i / ∈ I. Thus, we obtain a block-sparsity setting for matrices. An important side constraint on the matrix X which is to be recovered is given by X 0. In order to model this side constraint in the general setting from Section 2.1, let C = S n + and thus D = S
+ . In this case, the general recovery problem (2.1) simplifies to the following convex optimization problem.
(3.1)
to be the number of nonzero entries in a vector x. Then the number of nonzero blocks in a block-diagonal matrix X ∈ S n can be written as X * ,0 = ( X B 1 * , . . . , X B k * ) ⊤ 0 . Thus, the problem of finding solutions of A(X) = b with minimal number of nonzero blocks is min { X * ,0 : A(X) = b, X 0}. (3.2) Then Problem (3.1) is a convex relaxation of (3.2). Now we discuss the question when it is possible to recover a block-sparse positive semidefinite matrix X (0) with X (0) * ,0 ≤ s, s ≤ n, from b = A(X (0) ) using the convex relaxation (3.1). The next definition provides a null space property which will be proved to characterize uniform recovery using (3.1) in Theorem 3.4. Proof. In the situation described above, using
+ and the mixed ℓ * ,1 -norm it is easy to see that Assumptions (A1)-(A3) are satisfied. In order to see that Assumption (A4a) holds, let P := P S ∈ P s be a projection, and consider V = X − Z with Z, X ∈ S n + and P (B(X)) = B(X). Let 2) . This yields
and consequently,
which shows, in conjunction with P (B(Z)) = P (B(V ) + B(X)) = P (B(V )), that Assumption (A4a) is satisfied. It remains to show that (NSP-I C ) is equivalent to (NSP * * ,1, 0 ). Therefore, let S ⊆ [k], |S| ≤ s and P = P S be fixed. Since
For the reverse implication, let again S ⊆ [k], |S| ≤ s and P = P S be fixed and let V ∈ (N (A) ∩ S n ) with B(V ) = 0 and P (B(V )) 0. Due to (NSP-I C ), there exist
which establishes (NSP * * ,1, 0 ) and by Theorem 2.7 finishes the proof. In order to model the situation where the additional side constraint X 0 is not present, let C = X = S n and D = E = S B 1 × · · · × S B k , while A, B, P, P and the norm · are defined as above. In this case, the recovery problems (3.2) and (3.1) become
respectively. Note that this setting can be obtained by combining the block/group case and the matrix case in [23] . As already stated, this result can be obtained from [23] by combining the block and the matrix case. Alternatively, it can be derived from the second part of Theorem 2.7, since it can be shown that Assumption (A4b) is satisfied. It is then easy to verify that (NSP-II C ) and (NSP * * ,1 ) are equivalent. The following example shows that we cannot apply the first part of Theorem 2.7, since Assumption (A4a) is violated. 2) . Let P be the projection onto the first block coordinates, i.e., P = P {1} ∈ P. This yields
which is a contradiction to Assumption (A4a).
Remark 3.8. We could also consider X = C = R n 1 ×n 2 and possibly overlapping blocks
. Additionally, we could replace the inner nuclear norms by arbitrary inner norms on R B i ×B i . Replacing the inner nuclear norms by the chosen inner norms · , this also fits in our general setting described in Section 2.1, such that (NSP * * ,1 ) characterizes uniform recovery using
In the next section, we discuss block-linear vectors, which can be seen as a special case of block-diagonal matrices.
Interrelations between the NSPs and classification
Building upon the general framework, we analyze and classify the relative strengths of the NSPs, in particular for recovery of positive semidefinite block-diagonal matrices and other prominent subclasses, as well as their interrelations. To prepare for this, we also briefly record the NSPs for block-sparse (nonnegative) vectors.
Block-sparse (nonnegative) vectors
Since every block-sparse vector x can be interpreted as a block-diagonal matrix X where all blocks are also diagonal matrices, and the entries of x coincide with the eigenvalues of X, Theorem 3.4 also yields a characterization for the uniform recovery of block-sparse nonnegative vectors using ℓ 1,1 -minimization, which to the best of our knowledge is the first characterization of uniform recovery in this case.
In order to model such block-structured vectors in the general setup of Section 2.1, let X = R n . The block-structure is now given by a partition + . The representation map B : X → E maps x ∈ C to its block-structured representation y[i] = (x j ) j∈B i . The sparsity-inducing projections are given by P = {P I : I ⊆ [k]}, where P I : E → E is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace E I := {y ∈ E :
The nonnegative weight of a projection P I ∈ P is defined as ν(P ) = |I|, and P := P [k]\I . Finally, let the norm · be the mixed ℓ 1,1 -norm
A vector x ∈ X is s-block-sparse, if and only if there exists an index set I ⊆ [k] with |I| ≤ s and P I Bx = Bx, which for y = Bx implies that y[i] = 0 for i / ∈ I. Thus, this represents block-sparsity, and we arrive at the setting of recovery of block-sparse nonnegative vectors. This setting has already been considered in, e.g., [14, 16, 30, 42] without the additional nonnegativity constraint, and in, e.g., [41] for nonnegative block-sparse vectors.
The general recovery problem (2.1) yields the recovery problem
which is a convex relaxation of the exact recovery problem
By choosing A(X) in diagonal form, the NSP for nonnegative block-linear systems can be obtained as an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.4. In order to model the recovery of block-sparse vectors which are not necessarily nonnegative, let C = X = R n and D = E, while B, P, P are defined as above. This time, we choose the the mixed ℓ q,1 -norm y q,1 :=
Note that without the additional constraint x ≥ 0 it is not necessary to use an inner ℓ 1 -norm for recovery. The exact recovery problem using a nonconvex ℓ 0 -term is given by
and its convex relaxation reads
Again, we now formulate a null space property, which, by the first part of Theorem 2.7 can be proved to characterize uniform recovery using (4. ) i∈S . This null space property characterizes the recovery for block-linear systems, as will be shown in the subsequent corollary. If the inner ℓ q -norms are given by the ℓ 2 -norm, this characterization is due to Stojnic et al. [42] , who state as a remark, that "it is reasonable to believe that the null-space characterization [...] can easily be generalized to the ℓ p optimization". . Additionally, we could replace the inner ℓ q -norms by arbitrary inner norms on R B i . Replacing the inner ℓ q -norms by the chosen inner norms · , this also fits in our general setting described in Section 2.1, such that (NSP q,1 ) characterizes uniform recovery using Block-linear case:
Nonnegative block-linear case:
Matrix case: 
Semidefinite block-diagonal case:
Thm. 3.4
4.2. Classification of the null space conditions Table 1 shows the null space properties for many important settings considered in existing literature. If already known, the reference is given in the third column, and if not, the corresponding theorem (resp. corollary) within this paper is stated. Afterwards, we state important relationships between the NSPs for the eight settings considered in Table 1 .
Recall from Section 4.1 that the block-linear and the nonnegative block-linear cases are special cases of the block-diagonal and the semidefinite block-diagonal cases. Note however, that the matrix case and the semidefinite matrix cases are not special cases of the block-diagonal and the semidefinite block-diagonal cases (but they still fall into the generalized NSP framework in Theorem 2.7).
With respect to the null space properties in Table 1 , we now compare the conditions that need to hold in the cases with and without the additional constraints of the vectors being nonnegative or the matrices being positive semidefinite, when the inner norms used in the respective recovery problems are identical.
Every NSP for a setting where nonnegativity or positive semidefiniteness is present stems from (NSP-I C ) and the NSPs in the other settings can be derived from (NSP-II C ), see Section 2. By definition, a linear sensing map which satisfies (NSP-II C ) for C = C 1 also satisfies (NSP-I C ) for every C = C 2 ⊆ C 1 , but the converse needs of course not be true. Thus, in the presence of nonnegativity or positive semidefiniteness, the conditions needed for characterizing uniform recovery are not stronger than those needed without this prior knowledge, since C 2 := R n + ⊆ R n =: C 1 and C 2 := S n + ⊆ S n =: C 1 . The following example shows that exploiting positive semidefiniteness indeed yields a weaker condition for uniform recovery, when using the nuclear norm as inner norm in both cases. 
Since only nonzero matrices in the null space of A are of interest for the NSP, α cannot attain the value 0. The eigenvalues of V are given by λ = (3α, α, α, α) ⊤ . For the semidefinite block-matrix null space property of order s = 1 to hold, the following implications stated in Definition 3.3 need to hold for the support sets S ∈ {∅, {1}, {2}, {3}}:
These are all satisfied, since for every V ∈ N (A)\{0}, α = 0 holds. However, the block-matrix null space property of order s is violated, since for S = {1}, α = 0 it holds that i∈S V B i * = 3|α| ≥ 3|α| = i∈S V B i * , which contradicts (NSP * * ,1 ). This demonstrates that explicitly exploiting nonnegativity or positive semidefiniteness yields stronger results for uniform recovery, which was already indicated in Remark 2.11. In the next subsection, we strengthen this point by explicitly constructing an infinite family of examples that satisfy the nonnegative block-linear null space property (NSP 1,1,≥0 ). This shows that the proposed null space properties are meaningful in the sense that they are satisfied by certain general (families of) matrices.
An infinite family satisfying the nonnegative block-linear NSP
The NSPs for the nonnegative block-linear case and for the semidefinite block-diagonal case hold in many situations. Here, we provide a specific (rather explicit) infinite family of instances to show that even for block sizes (n 1 , . . . , n k ) = (2, 1, . . . , 1) , the nonnegative block-linear NSP captures cases which are not captured by the (unrestricted) block-linear NSP and which are not captured by the nonnegative linear NSP. In the proof of the theorem, we will the apply the following characterization of the nonnegative linear NSP. Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let w (1) , . . . ,
It is well-known that the polytope P = conv{w (1) , . . . , w (k−1) } is a cyclic polytope, which is ⌊(m − 2)/2⌋-neighborly, see, e.g., [45, Corollary 0.8] . Hence, the nonnegative linear NSP of order ⌊(m − 2)/2⌋ = ⌊m/2 − 1⌋ holds for the matrix
. Let p be an interior point of P and set w ′ = (p, 1, 0) (1) , . . . ,ŵ (k−1) } are ⌊m/2 − 1⌋-neighborly (due to the pyramidal construction with respect to the apex w ′ ), this is a contradiction.
The nonnegative linear NSP of order s * does not hold for A, because the polytope P ′ := conv{w ′ , w ′′ ,ŵ (1) , . . . ,ŵ (k−1) } is not s * -neighborly. To see this, observe that any choice of vertices which includes w ′ and w ′′ cannot span a face, hence P ′ is not 2-neighborly, and this implies that P ′ is not ⌊m/2 − 1⌋-neighborly because of m ≥ 6. ) for fixed r and sufficiently large k.
Conclusion and open questions
We have presented and discussed a comprehensive framework for recovery problems, which, in particular, allows to capture nonnegativity and positive semidefiniteness constraints. Building upon this framework, we have established generalized null space conditions, which has also allowed us to derive a systematic classification of broad classes of NSPs from a single generalization. We close the paper by mentioning some open questions. An important aspect not covered in the present paper concerns the block-structure for vectors. Instead of exploiting the knowledge about the block-structure, it is possible to directly apply the methods and optimization problems for recovery of non-block-structured vectors, by disregarding any information about blocks. It is clear that in the setting of block-sparse vectors consisting of k blocks, every block-s-sparse vector x is alsos-sparse in the classical sense, wheres is the sum of the s largest block sizes of the k blocks, since x has at mosts nonzero elements. However, not every sparse vector is also block-sparse with respect to some block-structure. Thus, the conditions for uniform recovery of non-block-sparse vectors may be too strong for uniform recovery of all block-sparse vectors. For a short discussion in terms of the restricted isometry constant and property, and an illustrative example, see [15] .
In the block-structured settings, an inner ℓ 2 -norm or an inner Frobenius norm is typically used in the recovery problems due to their robustness. Without using nonnegativity or positive semidefiniteness, the respective null space properties can be applied, since these hold for arbitrary inner norms, see Remark 3.8 and Corollary 4.2. If nonnegativity or positive semidefiniteness is exploited in the recovery problem, things seem to be different. In these cases, the null space properties only hold if the inner norm is given by the ℓ 1 -norm in the case of vectors or the nuclear norm in the case of matrices, see Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 4.1. Thus, an interesting line of future research would be to analyze what happens if another (inner) norm is used in these block-structured settings.
For non-block settings, however, using different norms is often not meaningful. In the classical case of sparse recovery, it is well-known that recovery using the ℓ q -norm and the optimization problem min { x q : Ax = b} (5.1) with q > 1 already fails for 1-sparse vectors, whereas for 0 < q < 1 the ℓ q -norm is nonconvex and leads to an NP-hard optimization problem. However, the null space property (NSP) also characterizes uniform recovery using (5.1) when replacing the ℓ 1 -norm by the ℓ q -norm with 0 < q < 1, see [18] .
